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Abstract

The concept of boson-fermion symmetries and supersymmetries is

applied to odd-odd nuclei.

The approach to even-even and odd-even nuclei based on nuclear

symmetries in IBM/IBFM has received much attention in recent years [ARI76,

ARI78, ARI79,BAL81,BAL83,IAC79,IAC80].

In this report we discuss the extension of this concept to odd-odd

nuclei. Odd-odd nuclei provide richer and more ccntplex structure, and the

residual proton-neutron interaction appears explicitly in the boson-fermion

interaction.

Odd-odd nuclei are described as mixed system of bosons and fermions

(proton and neutron) by the Hamiltonian

H = HB + "F + VBF • (1)

Here, tL is identical to the IBM Hamiltonian, PL, includes one-fermion

and fermion-fermion interaction terms and V-,̂  is the boson-fermion Inte-

raction. The computer code for diagonalizing Hamiltonian (1) for odd-odd

nuclei has been recently written JVEE843 . As a residual proton-neutron

force the surface delta-, spin- and tensor-interaction were included. Com-

putations have been performed for seme particular cases [BRA84,VRE84,PAA84,

PAA85 ,MEY85] .

Particularly, the Hamiltonian (1) was diagonalized in the case of a

proton particle j and a neutron particle j coupled to che SU(3) core.

The computed energy pattern exhibits two regular low-lying bands based on

the states of angular momenta J = j + j and J = | j - j j [PAA84,PAA85,

PAA85a J. In comparison to the rotational model, these two bands are the

truncated analogs of the Gallagher-Moszkowski bands based on the Nilsson
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states s; =j , w =j [PAA84J . It was shown [PAA85aj that, the wave functions
of the " " states of J=j +j band can bf brought to the form of
the approximate SUSY wave function " of the analogs of Nilsson states
in odd-A nuclei JSUN84 ].The energies of this band follow the J(J+1) energy
rule, with the same moment of inertia as to*- the boson core.

The band structure in odd-odd nuclei nas been also explored in the
case of 0(6) boson core [BRA84].

Here we discuss the boson-fermion system for odd-odd nuclei using
the concept of dynamical symmetry and supersyinnetry. The dimension of the
fermionic subspace is n=n7I+ nv, where n^nv) is the total number of cenpo-
nents of the angular momenta of the unpaired protons (neutrons). One can
construct the (n,, + nv) 2 generators of the group Up (n,,+ n v ) , where the sub-
script F reminds that a fermionic realization is employed. In general,
the group structure of the Hamiltonian is

UB(6) x UF(n7t+ n^) . (2)

There is a second, alternative approach. One could assume that the
unpaired neutron and the unp̂ aired proton form a quasibound state. The total
number of components of the angular momenta of this quasi-bound state is
given by n n . Then we introduce a pair or new bosonic creation and annihila-
tion operators associated with each level of this subsystem, cj ,Cj, I,J =
1,2,... ,11^. The (n^nv) operators GJJ = cj Cj constitute a bosonic realiza-
tion of the U(nTInv)algebra. The group structure of the corresponding Hamilto-
nian is

UB(6) x UpO^nJ, (3)

where the appropriate representation of Utn,,!̂ ) is the fundamental repre-
sentation (1,0,0,...,0).

To find analytical solutions to the eigenvalue problem of the either
Hamiltonian, associated with (2) or (3), the key idea is the use of the iscro-
orphisms between groups in the two chains, one starting with l%(6) and the
other one starting with either UFOi^-hiy) or UFdi^ny). (This idea is along
the liie of approach to boson-fermion symmetries for odd-even nuclei, which
was introduced in ref. [IAC80J r) Groups obtained by joining two chains
transform simultaneously bosons into bosons and fermions into fermions.

Some special solutions associated with the group structure (3) have
been studied by two of us [H0B84, PAA85,HuB85a] .

In the recent work [BAL85] we give a detailed study of various level
schemes for odd-odd nuclei obtained by analytical solutions of Hamiltonian
associated with either (2) or (3). The isomorphisms between the two group
chains are elaborated for the case where the unpaired nucleons occupy sane
or all of levels with j = 1/2,3/2,5/2 and the analytical expressions for
the corresponding energy eigenvalues are given.

In a further step, such solutions are embedded into a supergroup and
new chains arising from such embedding are given.

Now we look for correlations in the spectra of the four neighboring
nuclei: the even-even nucleus with (Z,A) ,the odd-even nucleus with (Z,A+1),
the even-odd nucleus with (Z+1,A+1), and the odd-odd nucleus with (Z+l,A+2).
Such correlations arise if the Hamiltonian associated with (2) has a super-
group structure U(6/i\ + r̂  ). Consequently, the properties of these four
nuclei could be related by the symmetry operations of this supergroup. In
particular, we have obtained analytical expressions for the eigenvalues of
this Hamiltonian in terms of the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators of
chains of supergroups starting with U{6/nv+ r̂  ) and terminating with
Spin (3) [BAL85] . Such a situation was termed a dynamical supersymmetry
in the previous investigations of odd-even nuclei [BAL8l].



Ihe concept of dynamical supersyninetries wac successfully used to
connect the properties of even-even nuclei with the neighboring odd-even nu-
clei. If we want to study, say, the correlation between an even-even nucleus
and the next, odd-proton nucleus, the first decomposition in the supergroup
chain is

U(6/n7T+ riy) => U(6/n,,) x U(nv) . (4)

One can then continue the chain with the deconpositions of the supergroup
as was done in ref. [BAL81] .
The appropriate representation of the group U(nv) in the case of an

odd-proton nucleus is a singlet, hence the existence of the group Uin^) in
the chain does not affect any of the quantum numbers. A similar situation
arises in the case of correlations between an even-even nucleus and the
neighboring odd-neutron nucleus.

In this case we start with, what we call, the canonical decomposition

11(6/^+ nv)P Ufi(6)x Updi^ 1^)3 1^(6) x UpCn,,) x U ^ r ^ ) , (5)

and continue the chains in various possible forms [BAL85] . The difference to
the case of boson-fermion dynamical symmetries is that several nuclei are
now placed in the same supermultiplet. Consequently, parameters appearing in
the energy formulae take the same values for all nuclei in the same super-
multiplet.

As an illustration of dynamical supersymmetry with canonical decompo-
sition we construct a supennultiplet starting from the even-even nucleus
194Pt. In this region the proton shell is dominated by j = 3/2 and the neu-
tron shell by j = 1/2,3/2,5/2. Hence n^ = 4 and ny = 12. The relevant re-
presentation of the appropriate supergroup U(6/16) is the one with S= 7. Va-
rious nuclei are placed in the tensor product representations as follows:

U(6/16)=UB(6) X Up(16) =» UB(6) x (4) x (12)

194

+ ([6],{!.})
195

})

Au

l96Hg*

195
Pt

196Au
196Pt*

(6)

In the above expression asterisk over a given symbol denotes the two-quasipar-
ticle states in that nucleus. Eq.(6)is illustrated below
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Asterisk * denotes two-quasiparticle states in even-even ..mri ** denotes
three-quasiparticle states in odd-even nuclei. Dashed line sojxiratcs nuclei
belonging to the same representation of the direct prcxhict qroup
U (6) x U l n + n ).
B F n v

A new possibility of supersyirmetry arises when n -̂  n>. = n. In this
case, using fermionic creation and annihilation operators it is possible to
construct the genera tors of the syirplectic group Usp (2n). Consequently a
supergroup chain starting with decomposition into the orthosymplectic group

U(6/2n) r> Osp (6/2n) (7)
might be relevant in such cases. The properties of orthosymplectic supergroups
are studied in refs. rjAR79,BAL82]. The appealing aspect of this case is that
it emphasizesthe residual force between the unpaired neutron and the unpaired
proton, while retaining the supersynmetry scheme. The main problem, however,
is that this group decomposition does not conserve the boson number N.

However, there is an intermediate situation with the decomposition

U(6/2n)=> SUB(6) x SUp(2n) => SUB(6) x Spp(2n) (8)

The representation of Sp(2n)/ contains the n-dimensional fundamental represen-
tation (1,0,0,...,0,0) of SU(n), which we denote a and its conjugate re-
presentation (1,1,1,...,1,0) which we denote a .

In general, the proper bases to describe nuclei with one unpaired
nucleon, would be given by linear combinations of the bases of SU(n):

|isotope > = cos e ]• > + sin 0 | Q > (9)
|isotope > = - sin © \a > + cos 0 |B > (10)

where |a > denotes the basis of the representation a and jQ > denotes
that of o . Here we consider the case 0 = 0 , but the results can easily
be generalized for the finite o case. (The choice 0 = 0 would be physi-
cally transparent if, say, the unpaired neutrons are particles and the unpair-
ed protons are holes, or vice versa, since it is reasonable to consider
conjugate representations for holes.)

A good place to look for such a supersymmetry is again the Pt-Au re-
gion. In this region the odd neutron and proton occupy mostly levels with
j = 1/2,3/2,5/2. In this case we have n,, = n v = n = 12. The resulting
supersymmetry has then a U(6/24) structure. Again if we start frcm the even-
even nucleus * pt with M* = 7 and 0(6) core, we employ the tensor product
representation

U{6/24)=>UB(6) x UF(24)=>UB(6) x SpF(24) 3 UB<6)x SUp(12) (11)

which gives the corresponding energy formula L Ul>lBSJ . A typical spectipjn of
the low-lying states in Sp(24) scheme i s shown in fig.l and compared to the
experimental states of l ^ ^ ^
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A comparison of the Sp(24) spectrum with the experimental spectra of
Au and ^°Au seems encouraging. This is particularly interesting since

the previous attenpts to describe .such nuclei usin<j tlie canonical cliain could
not account for the observed ground state spin ruAL,BAK84] . Experimental stu-
dies of the odd-odd nuclei is very desirable to decide whether or not the Sp
(24) chain is applicable in this region.

As another illustrative application of supersynmetry extension to
odd-odd nuclei we consider the spectrum of odd-odd ^QCU,, if one assumes L
that the even-even nucleus ^ Z n ^ , odd-even nucleus 29Cu14 a n d o d d~
odd nucleus O Q ^ I T correspond to the members of the same ' super-
multiplet. In a simplified presentation with odd proton and odd
neutron .restricted only to j = 3/2 configurations and with U (5) boson
core, the resulting energy formula [BAL85] gives the spectrum presented in
fig.2.

We note that this spectrum is obtained using the supersymmetry
relation to the neighboring nuclei "•'Cu and Zn, without adjusting any

parameter to Cu.
r , We note that the
. | ̂ - > idea of symmetry and super-
L -̂  symmetry was further extend-

ed to hypernuclei by two
of us [HDB85,H0B85a, PAA85] .

Concluding, we
point out that the
application of the idea of
dynamical symmetry and su~
persymmetry to odd-odd
nuclei leads to a series of
energy formulas, and gives
a new insight into the
nuclear structure. There-
fore, more detailed studies
of odd-odd nuclei are high-
ly desirable.
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